In Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), the predominant approach generally involves a supervised system trained on sense annotated corpora. The limited quantity of such corpora however restricts the coverage and the performance of these systems. In this article, we propose a new method that solves these issues by taking advantage of the knowledge present in WordNet, and especially the hypernymy and hyponymy relationships between synsets, in order to reduce the number of different sense tags that are necessary to disambiguate all words of the lexical database. Our method leads to state of the art results on most WSD evaluation tasks, while improving the coverage of supervised systems, reducing the training time and the size of the models, without additional training data. In addition, we exhibit results that significantly outperform the state of the art when our method is combined with an ensembling technique and the addition of the WordNet Gloss Tagged as training corpus.
Introduction
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is a task which aims to clarify a text by assigning to each of its words the most suitable sense labels, given a predefined sense inventory.
Various approaches have been proposed to achieve WSD, and they are generally ordered by the type and the quantity of resources they use:
• Knowledge-based methods rely on dictionaries, lexical databases, thesauri or knowledge graphs as main resources, and use algorithms such as lexical similarity measures (Lesk, 1986) or graph-based measures (Moro et al., 2014) .
• Supervised methods, on the other hand, exploit sense annotated corpora as training instances that can be used by a multiclass classifier such as SVM (Chan et al., 2007; Zhong and Ng, 2010) , or more recently by a neural network (Kågebäck and Salomonsson, 2016 ).
• Semi-supervised methods generally use unannotated data to artificially increase the quantity of sense annotated data and hence improve supervised methods (Yuan et al., 2016) .
Supervised methods are by far the most predominant as they generally offer the best results in evaluation campaigns (for instance (Navigli et al., 2007) ). State of the art classifiers used to combine a set of specific features such as the parts of speech tags of surrounding words, local collocations (Zhong and Ng, 2010) and pretrained word embeddings (Iacobacci et al., 2016) , but they are now replaced by recurrent neural networks which learn their own representation of words (Raganato et al., 2017b; Le et al., 2018) .
One of the major bottleneck of supervised systems is the restricted quantity of manually sense annotated corpora. Indeed, while the lexical database WordNet (Miller, 1995) , the sense inventory of reference used in most works on WSD, contains more than 200 000 different word-sense pairs 1 , the SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) , the corpus which is used the most in the training of supervised systems, only represents approximately 34 000 of them.
Many works try to leverage this problem by creating new sense annotated corpora, either automatically (Pasini and Navigli, 2017) , semi-automatically (Taghipour and Ng, 2015) , or through crowdsourcing (Yuan et al., 2016) , but in this work, the idea is to solve this issue by taking advantage of one of the multiple semantic relationships between senses included in WordNet: the hypernymy and hyponymy relationships. Our method is based on three observations: 1. A sense, its hypernym and its hyponyms share a common idea or concept, but on different levels of abstraction.
2. In general, a word can be disambiguated using the hypernyms of its senses, and not necessarily the senses themselves.
3. Consequently, we do not need to know every sense of WordNet to disambiguate all words of WordNet.
Contributions:
We propose a method for reducing the vocabulary of senses of WordNet by selecting the minimal set of senses required for differentiating the meaning of every word. By using this technique, and converting the sense tags present in sense annotated corpora to the most generalized sense possible, we are able to greatly improve the coverage and the generalization ability of supervised systems. We start by presenting the state of the art of supervised neural architectures for word sense disambiguation, then we describe our new method for sense vocabulary reduction. Our method is then evaluated by measuring its contribution to a state of the art neural WSD system evaluated on classic WSD evaluation campaigns.
The code for using our system or reproducing our results is available at the following URL: https://github.com/getalp/disambiguate 2 Neural Word Sense Disambiguation
The neural approaches for WSD fall into two categories: approaches based on a neural model that learns to classify a sense directly, and approaches based on a neural language model that learns to predict a word, and is then used to find the closest sense to the predicted word.
Language Model Based WSD
The core of these approaches is a powerful neural language model able to predict a word with consideration for the words surrounding it, thanks to a recurrent neural network trained on a massive quantity of unannotated data. The main works that implement these kind of model are Yuan et al. (2016) and Le et al. (2018) . Once the language model is trained, its predictions are used to produce sense vectors as the average of the word vectors predicted by the language model in the places where the words are sense annotated.
At test time, the language model is used to predict a vector according to the surrounding context, and the sense closest to the predicted vector is assigned to each word.
These systems have the advantage of bypassing the problem of the lack of sense annotated data by concentrating the power of abstraction offered by recurrent neural networks on a good quality language model trained in an unsupervised manner. However, sense annotated corpora are still indispensable to construct the sense vectors, and the quantity of data needed for training the language model (100 billion tokens for Yuan et al. (2016) , 2 billion tokens for Le et al. (2018) ) makes these systems more difficult to train than those relying on sense annotated data only.
Classification Based WSD
In these systems, the main neural network directly classifies and attributes a sense to each input word. Sense annotations are simply seen as tags put on every word, like a POS-tagging task for instance.
These models are more similar to classical supervised models such as Chan et al. (2007) , except that the input features are not manually selected, but trained as part of the neural network (using pre-trained word embeddings or not).
In addition, we can distinguish two separate branches of these types of neural networks:
1. Those in which we have several distinct and small neural networks (or classifiers) for every different word in the dictionary (Iacobacci et al., 2016; Kågebäck and Salomonsson, 2016 ), each of them being able to manage a particular word and its particular senses. For instance, one of the classifiers is specialized into choosing between the four possible senses of the noun "mouse". This type of approaches is particularly fitted for the lexical sample tasks, where a small and finite set of very ambiguous words have to be sense annotated in several contexts, but it can also be used in all-words word sense disambiguation tasks.
2. Those in which we have a bigger and unique neural network that is able to manage all different words and assign a sense in the set of all existing sense in the dictionary used (Raganato et al., 2017b) .
The advantage of the first branch of approaches is that in order to disambiguate a word, limiting our choice to one of its possible senses is computationally much easier than searching through all the senses of all words. To put things in perspective, the number of senses of each word in WordNet ranges from 1 to 59, whereas the total number of senses considering all words is 206 941.
The other approach however has an interesting property: all senses reside in the same vector space and hence share features in the hidden layers of the network. This allows the model to predict a common sense for two different words (i.e. synonyms), but it also offers the possibility to predict a sense for a word not present in the dictionary (e.g. neologism, spelling mistake...), and let the user or the underlying system to decide afterwards what to do with this prediction.
In practice, this ability of merging multiple sense tags together is especially useful when working with WordNet: indeed, this lexical database is based on the notion of synonym sets or "synsets", group of senses with the same meaning and definition. Disambiguating with synset tags instead of sense tags is a common practice (Yuan et al., 2016; Le et al., 2018) , as it effectively decreases the output vocabulary of the classifier that considers all senses in WordNet from 206 941 to 117 659, and one can unambiguously retrieve the sense tag given a synset tag and the tagged word (because every sense of a word belong to a different synset).
In this work, we go further into this direction and we present a method based on the hypernymy and hyponymy relationships present in WordNet, in order to merge synset tags together and reduce even more the output vocabulary of such neural WSD systems.
Sense Vocabulary Reduction
We can draw three issues of the current situation regarding supervised WSD systems:
1. The training of systems that directly predict a tag in the set of all WordNet senses becomes slower and take more memory the larger the output vocabulary is. This output layer size going up to 206 941 if we consider all word-senses, and 117 659 if we consider all synsets.
2. Due to the small number of manually sense annotated corpora available, a target word may never be observed during the training, and therefore the system would not be able to annotate it.
3. For the same reason, a word may have been observed, but not all of its senses. In this case the system is able to annotate the word, but if the expected sense has never been observed, the output will be wrong, regardless of the architecture of the supervised system.
In the SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) for instance, the largest manually sense annotated corpus available, words are annotated with 33 760 different sense keys, which corresponds to approximately 16% of the sense inventory of WordNet 2 .
Grouping together multiple senses is hence a good way to overcome all these issues: by considering that multiple tags refer in fact to the same concept, the output vocabulary decreases, the ability of the trained system to generalize improves, and also its coverage.
Moreover, it reflects more accurately our intuition of what a sense is: clearly the notions of "tree" (with a trunk and leaves, not the mathematical graph) and "plant" (the living organism, not the industrial building) forms a group in our mind such that observing one sense in a context should help disambiguating the other.
From Senses to Synsets: A First Sense Vocabulary Reduction
WordNet is a lexical database organized in sets of synonyms called synsets. A synset is technically a group of one or more word-senses that have the same definition and consequently the same meaning. For instance, the first senses of "eye", "optic" and "oculus" all refer to a common synset which definition is "the organ of sight". Training a WSD supervised system to predict synset tags instead of word-sense tags is a common practice (Yuan et al., 2016; Le et al., 2018) , and it can be seen as a form of output vocabulary reduction based on the knowledge that is present in WordNet. Figure 1: Word-sense to synset vocabulary reduction applied on the first three senses of the words "help", "aid" and "assist" Illustrated in Figure 1 , the word-sense to synset vocabulary reduction clearly helps to improve the coverage of supervised systems. Indeed, if the verb "help" is observed in the annotated data in its first sense, and consequently with the tag "v02553283", the context surrounding the target word can be used to later annotate the verb "assist" or "aid" with the same valid tag.
Once applied, the number of different labels needed to cover all senses of WordNet drops from 206 941 to 117 659 (approximately 43% of reduction), and considering the SemCor, the corpus contains 26 215 different synsets, which accounts now for 22% of this total. The vocabulary size was reduced and the coverage improved.
Going a little further, other information from WordNet can help the system to generalize. In the next section, we describe a new method for taking advantage of the hypernymy and hyponymy relationships in order to accomplish this same idea.
Sense Vocabulary Reduction through Hypernymy and Hyponymy Relationships
According to Polguère (2003) , hypernymy and hyponymy are two semantic relationships which correspond to a particular case of sense inclusion: the hyponym of a term is a specialization of this term, whereas its hypernym is a generalization. For instance, a "mouse" is a type of "rodent" which is in turn a type of "animal". In WordNet, these relationships bind nearly every nouns 3 together in a tree structure that goes from the generic root, the node "entity" to the most specific leaves, for instance the node "white-footed mouse". These relationships are also present on several verbs: so for instance "add" is a way of "compute" which in turn is a way of "reason" which is a way of "think".
For the sake of WSD, just like grouping together the senses of a same synset helps to better generalize, we hypothesize that grouping together the synsets of a same hypernymy relationship also helps in the same way.
The general idea of our method is that the most specialized concepts in WordNet are often superfluous in order to perform WSD.
Indeed, consider a small subset of WordNet that only consists of the word "mouse", its first sense (the small rodent), its fourth sense (the electronic device), and all of their hypernyms. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . We can see that every concept that is more specialized than the concepts "artifact" and "living_thing" could be removed, and we could map every tag of "mouse#1" to the tag of "living_thing#1" and we could still be able to disambiguate this word, but with a benefit: all other "living things" and animals in the sense annotated data could be tagged with the same sense, give examples of what is an animal and then show how to differentiate the small rodent to the hand-operated electronic device.
In order to achieve this goal of mapping every sense to its most generic sense still allowing to differentiate the meanings of the words, we have to consider certain difficulties that are not present with the word-sense to synset vocabulary reduction.
First, contrary to the synonymy relationship which is symmetric (i.e. if A is a synonym of B then B is a synonym of A), the hypernymy relationship is not. For instance, all mice are animals, but not all animals are mice.
In addition, two different senses of a word necessarily have two different synsets, but they may have the same direct hypernym, and they generally have the same inherited hypernym at a certain point. For instance, we can distinguish the sense 1 of "mouse" which is a type of "animal" from the sense 4 which is a type of "electronic device", but we cannot distinguish them if we go too far into the hypernymy hierarchy, because both of them are a type of "physical entity".
Finally, we could think of removing a synset from the vocabulary of WordNet because it is not useful locally (from the point of view of a specific word), but it could be necessary to diferentiate the meanings of another word.
Our method thus works in two steps:
1. We mark as "necessary" all synsets that are the lowest nodes of the hypernymy hierarchies of the senses of all word that can still allow to discriminate the different senses of the word.
2. We transform our sense vocabulary by mapping every synset to the lowest synset in its hypernymy hierarchy that is marked as "necessary".
The result of this method is that the most specific synsets of the tree that are not useful for discriminating are automatically removed from the vocabulary. In other words, the set of synsets that is left in the vocabulary is the smallest subset of all synsets that are necessary to distinguish every sense of every word of WordNet.
When applied on WordNet, the number of synset in the vocabulary now drops from 117 659 to 39 147 (approximately 66% of reduction), and applied on the SemCor, it now contains 12 779 different synsets, which counts for 32% of coverage. Again, the vocabulary size has drastically decreased, and the coverage really improved. Note that if we narrow down our computation to consider only polysemic words in WordNet, the full vocabulary of all reduced synsets of WordNet is 23 148, and the SemCor contains 9 461 of them represented, and that is a coverage of approximately 40%.
Experiments
In order to evaluate our vocabulary reduction method, we applied it on a classification based neural network (subsection 2.2) capable of classifying a word in all possible synsets of WordNet. Our architecture is very similar to Raganato et al. (2017b) 's BiLSTM model except for the input and output vocabulary used. Indeed, in their system, they have chosen to include their input vocabulary in their output vocabulary, so their network is able to predict both a sense tag when the target word has an entry in WordNet (nouns, verbs, adjectives and averbs), and a word tag for every other word (pronouns, articles, etc.) . In our architecture, we chose to only predicts sense tags, in order to keep the output vocabulary the smallest possible.
Then we systematically trained two models:
1. A baseline model that predicts a tag belonging to all the synset tags seen during training (thus using the common wordsense to synset vocabulary reduction).
2. A second system trained under the same conditions, but with our vocabulary reduction through hypernyms algorithm applied on the training corpus.
Neural Architecture
The architecture of our neural network relies on 3 layers :
1. The input layer, which takes directly the words in a vector form, from a pre-trained word embeddings model.
The hidden layer, composed of bidirectional LSTM units (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
3. The output layer, which represents for each word in input, a probability distribution over all senses in the output vocabulary used, thanks to a classical softmax function.
The cost function to minimize during the training is the cross entropy between the output layer and a one-hot vector, i.e. a vector for which all coordinates are set to 0 except for the coordinate at the index of the target sense which is 1. In consequence, the cost function is − log q[s], where q[s] is the output of the network at the index s of the target sense.
Our model always predicts a sense in output, for every input word, even for words that do not convey directly a meaning (e.g. stopwords, articles, etc.) or words that were not annotated in the training set. However, we assign a special tag <skip> to these cases, allowing us to ignore the predictions made by the model and to not take it into account during the back-propagation step of the training.
This behavior is the main difference between our architecture and the one introduced by (Raganato et al., 2017b ). In their model, the gradient is computed over all words of a sentence, and those that do not have a sense in WordNet are annotated with their surface form.
In input of our network, we used the GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014 ) pretrained on Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword 5 4 . The dimension of the vectors is 300, the vocabulary size is 400 000 and all words are lowercased. These vectors are also used as input in the network described by (Kågebäck and Salomonsson, 2016) .
For the hidden layer of recurrent units, we chose LSTM cells of size 1000 for each direction (so 2000 in total) . This is approximately the same size that was used in (Raganato et al., 2017b ) (1024 per direction) and (Yuan et al., 2016 ) (a single layer of size 2048).
Finally, we applied the regularization method Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) between the hidden layer and the output layer, with a parameter set to 50%, in order to avoid overfitting during the training and to make the model more robust.
We implemented our neural network using PyTorch 5 , and our code is available at the following URL: https://github.com/getalp/disambiguate
Training
We compared our sense vocabulary reduction method on two training sets: The first is the SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) , the most popular corpus that is used for training most WSD supervised systems. The second is the concatenation of the SemCor and the WordNet Gloss Tagged 6 . The latter is a corpus distributed as part of WordNet since its version 3.0, and it consists of all the definitions (glosses) of every synset of WordNet, with every word manually or semi-automatically sense annotated. We used the version of these corpora given as part of the UFSAC 2.1 resource 7 (Vial et al., 2018) , a set of gathered publicly available sense annotated corpora converted into a clean and unified format.
We performed every training for 20 epochs. That is, the whole training set has been read 20 times. At the beginning of each epoch we shuffled the training set. We evaluated our model at the end of every epoch on a development set, and we kept only the one which obtained the best F1 WSD score. The development set was composed of 4 000 random sentences taken from the WordNet Gloss Tagged for the models trained on the SemCor, and 4 000 random sentences extracted from the training set for the other models. We trained with mini-batches of 100 sentences, truncated to 80 words, and padded with zero vectors from the end, and we used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014), with the same default parameters described in their article as the optimization method, except for the learning rate that we set to 0.0001 (10 times smaller than the default value).
All models have been trained on Nvidia's Titan X GPUs. The approximate training times of individual models, depending on the training corpus and if the vocabulary reduction method was applied, are displayed in the following table:
Model SemCor SemCor+WNGT baseline 50mn 360mn (6h) vocabulary reduced 30mn 160mn (2h40)
Disambiguation
In order to disambiguate an input sequence of words using the trained model, we followed the following steps: First, each word of the sequence is lowercased and transformed into a vector using the pre-trained word embeddings model, then the sequence of vectors is given as input to our model.
Then, we annotate each word with the one among its possible senses which has the maximum probability. We first map each sense to its synset in the case of the baseline model, or map each sense to its reduced synset, in the case of the sense vocabulary reduced model, according to the method described in subsection 3.2, then we select the one which has the maximum value in the output layer of the model.
Finally, if no sense is assigned, because no instance of the word has been observed in the training data, a back-off is performed. We chose the most common one which is to assign the first sense in WordNet.
Evaluation
We evaluated our models on all evaluation corpora commonly used in WSD, that is the WSD tasks of the evaluation campaigns SensEval/SemEval. We used the fine-grained evaluation corpora from the evaluation framework of Raganato et al. (2017a) , which consists of SensEval 2 (Edmonds and Cotton, 2001) , SensEval 3 (Snyder and Palmer, 2004) , SemEval 2007 task 17 (Pradhan et al., 2007 , SemEval 2013 task 12 (Navigli et al., 2013) and SemEval 2015 task 13 (Moro and Navigli, 2015) , as well as their "ALL" corpus consisting of the concatenation of all previous ones. We also compared our result on the coarse-grained task 7 of SemEval 2007 (Navigli et al., 2007) which is not present in the evaluation framework. We used the version of these corpora from the UFSAC 2.1 resource 8 , the sense inventory used for the sense annotations is WordNet 3.0. For each evaluation, we trained 20 separated models, and we give two scores: First, the mean of the F1 scores obtained by the models, along with its standard deviation. Then, the score obtained by an ensemble of the models. For the ensemble, we averaged the predictions of all individual models through a geometric mean, a common practice that is used for instance in machine translation Gehring et al., 2017) .
Results
The scores obtained by our systems using a single trained model compared to the state-ofthe-art systems (Yuan et al., 2016; Raganato et al., 2017b; Iacobacci et al., 2016) , along with the first sense baseline are present in table 2. The scores obtained by our ensemble of models are given in Table 3 .
In subsection 3.2, we showed that our vocabulary reduction method improves the coverage of supervised systems over all WordNet vocabulary. In Table 1 , we can see that this coverage improvement holds true on the evaluation tasks, for both training sets. On the total of 7 253 words to annotate for the corpus "ALL", the baseline system trained on the SemCor only is incapable of annotating 491 of them, and with the vocabulary reduction applied this number drops to 91. When adding the WordNet Gloss Tagged to the training set, this number is 126 for the baseline system, and with the vocabulary reduction, only 12 words cannot be annotated. Now if we look at the results in Table 2 , the difference of scores obtained by our system using the sense vocabulary reduction or not is overall not significant (regarding the "ALL" column). However we can notice a very large gap on the SemEval 2013 task, especially when the SemCor is used alone for training. This can be explained by the fact that this corpus is only composed of nouns, and our method for vocabulary reduction targets this part of speech principally. This is also the task where the coverage was improved the most by our method, as it can be seen in Table 1 .
In comparison with the other works, our systems trained on the SemCor alone expose results comparable with the best system of Yuan et al. (2016) , which is trained on the same corpus and augmented with a semi-supervised method. When we add the WordNet Gloss Tagged to the training data however, we obtain systematically state of the art results on all tasks except on SensEval 3. Once again, the sense reduction method does not consistently improves or decreases the score on every task, and in overall (task "ALL"), the result is roughly the same as without sense reduction applied.
Finally, in Table 3 we show the results of our system ensembling 20 models by averaging the output of their last layer. As we can see, ensembling is a very efficient method in WSD as it improves systematically all our results. Interestingly, with ensembles, the scores are significantly higher when applying the vocabulary reduction algorithm. One possible interpretation is that individual models might be more frequently "lost" in the sense that with the sense vocabulary reduction applied, a lot of words are annotated with the same tag, and it can make the trained model "unsure" about the decisions it make. Ensemble of models tends to prevent this problem by favoring the most probable decisions of the models.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new method that improves the coverage and the capacity of generalization of most supervised systems, by narrowing down the number of different sense in WordNet in order to keep only the senses that are essential for differentiating the meaning of all words present in the lexical database.
By considering that a same sense tag may be applied to many different words, this method also captures in a intuitive way a better representation of what is a sense for the task of word sense disambiguation.
We implemented a state of the art neural network for WSD and we showed that this method really improves the overall results using the same training corpus, especially when making ensembles of models, and also especially when disambiguating nouns.
We trained two sets of systems, one relying on the SemCor alone, and one with the addition of the WordNet Gloss Tagged corpus, and in this last configuration we obtained our best results that significantly outperform the state of the art on most WSD tasks.
